Cold-dependent activation of complement: recognition, assessment, and mechanism.
Cold-dependent activation of complement (CDAC) is a phenomenon characterized by low hemolytic complement activity in chilled serum. Complement component levels are normal when measured immunologically, and there is normal hemolytic activity in EDTA plasma or serum maintained at 37 degrees C. Little attention has been paid to CDAC except in Japan, and current unfamiliarity with it, even by clinical immunologists, can lead to confusion and unnecessary laboratory tests. A 66-year-old patient with a complex medical history is described whose complement tests showed abnormalities characteristic of CDAC. Evidence for classical complement pathway activation in the cold was obtained by CH50 measurements, by hemolytic C4 determinations, by C4a, C3a, and C4d generation, and by quantitating C1s-C1r-(C1 inhibitor)2 complexes. A good correlation was observed among these parameters. Cryoprecipitates were absent. CDAC activity has persisted for over 5 years and is greater at 13 than at 4 degrees C. Activation is ablated by heating at 56 degrees C and restored by the addition of C1 to the heated serum. Adsorption by streptococcal protein G-Sepharose and precipitation by 2.5% polyethylene glycol support the hypothesis that CDAC is caused by aggregated IgG. The CDAC factor(s) also induces complement activation in normal serum but has not interfered with Raji cell or C1q binding tests or with FACS analysis. More limited studies of a second individual experiencing CDAC yielded similar results.